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Baby's Very First Touchy-Feely Book-Stella Baggott 2010-01-01 Invites
young readers to touch things as squashy boots, a furry penguin, a shiny
truck, and a fluffy cloud. On board pages.

Nella fattoria. Libri tattili sonori-Sam Taplin 2018

Il canto degli uccelli. Libri tattili sonori. Ediz. a colori-Sam Taplin
2020

Listen to the Music-Marion Billet 2015-10-01 A brand new series of soundbutton board books which combines gorgeous illustrations with six highquality sounds.

Jungle Sounds-Sam Taplin 2016-10-01 Fingertrails and half-cuts in
addition to sounds embedded in the page, make this an exciting experience.
The bright, colourful artwork enhanced with cut-outs to peep through. Best
of all, press the pages and bring the jungle to life with a croaking frogs, a
shower of rain, screeching parrots, roaring lions and other creatures. A
delightful gift for a young child.

Zoo-Sam Taplin 2011-01-01 There are dozens of different animals to
discover in this fun and lively book. Use the stickers in the middle to bring
each part of the zoo to life.

Unicorns Sticker Book-Fiona WATT 2017-10-23 Children will love this
magical sticker book. Place the magical unicorns onto the fairy scenes using
the 4 spreads of stickers provided.

Baby's Very First Slide and See Animals-Fiona Watt 2015-04-01 Part of a
brand new series, from the team that brought you Baby's Very First Play
Books, this engaging, interactive board book is specially designed for very
young children, full of vivid colours, stylish illustrations and friendly
animals. Simple slider mechanisms allow a picture to be transformed, as a
bush baby peers out from his tree trunk home, some meerkats pop up from
their underground burrows, a monkey swings through the trees.
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Poppy and Sam's Bedtime-Sam Taplin 2019-03-04 It’s the end of a busy
day on Apple Tree Farm. Join Poppy and Sam as they say goodnight to all
the animals, including Woolly the sheep, Curly the pig and Daisy the cow.
With touchy-feely patches, flaps to lift and the Little Yellow Duck to spot on
every page, this charmingly illustrated book is perfect for sharing with little
ones at bedtime.

Little Children's Travel Pad-Kirsteen ROBSON 2018-03 A write-in, tearoff activity pad containing lots of puzzles; look and find, mazes, dot-to-dots,
word searches and more will help children develop vital reading, writing,
counting and observational skills. Great for keeping children occupied on
journeys, rainy days or during quiet moments. Perfect for sharing with a
friend.

Baby's Bedtime Music Book-Sam Taplin 2016-11-30 A charming musical
book with embedded sounds that will create a soothing ambience for
bedtime. The tunes in Baby's Bedtime music book are excerpts from five
lovely and gentle classical pieces: Brahms's lullaby, a Chopin nocturne, a
berceuse by Faure, a lullaby by Schubert and Mozart's clarinet concerto.

Twinkly, Twinkly Bedtime Book-Sam Taplin 2019-06 It's bedtime for little
bear... but the starry sky looks so exciting! This magical book has ten lights
for little children to discover as they join little bear and his dad on a walk
before bed. Each time you turn a page there are even more stars shining in
the sky, until it's time to wander home and fall fast asleep.

Bing’s Noisy Day: Interactive Sound Book (Bing)HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks 2017-10-05 This interactive book featuring
10 sounds is perfect for fans of the hit CBeebies series, Bing.

Baby Animals. My First Library-Simon Miller 2015

Listen to the Classical Music- 2019-10
Calming Music Book-Sam Taplin 2020-05 There are five beautiful pieces
of classical music for little children to enjoy in this delightful book. Each
spread has an animal in a different pose while it listens to the music - sitting
down, lying on its back, curled up in a ball or snuggled with a parent. The
children are encouraged to get in the same pose while they enjoy a peaceful
moment. A perfect way to encourage little children to take a moment to
relax and be peaceful in the middle of a busy day. Five carefully chosen
pieces of music including works by Schubert, Haydn and Fauré. Each piece
of music is mentioned so that people can listen further. Charmingly
illustrations of animals being cosy and peaceful.

Elements of Information Organization and Dissemination-Amitabha
Chatterjee 2016-11-05 Elements of Information Organization and
Dissemination provides Information on how to organize and disseminate
library and information science (LIS), a subject that is taught in many
international Library Information Science university programs. While there
are many books covering different areas of the subject separately, this book
covers the entire subject area and incorporates the latest developments.
Presets an overview of the entire subject, covering all relevant areas of
library and information science Contains bulletpoints that highlight key
features in each chapter Written in an accessible language, this book is
aimed at a wide audience of LIS academics

Roman Soldier's Handbook-Lesley Sims 2015-10-01 Library Friendly
Edition of original- A perfect survival guide for novice soldiers about how to
stay alive in the Roman Army.
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Noisy Castle-Sam Taplin 2015-01-12 Find out what it was like to live in a
castle with this noisy introduction to life in the Middle Ages. A charming
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story tells of knights, jousts, seiges and banquets - press the buttons on the
sound panel down the side to add your own sound effects.

That's Not My Puppy...-Fiona Watt 2018-10-26 20 years ago exactly,
Usborne published TNM Puppy, the first in a series that now spans over 50
titles and millions of copies sold throughout the world. Celebrate with us
with a new edition of TNM Puppy, with special foiled edges and anniversary
balloons on the cover!

Poppy and Sam's Animal Sounds-Sam Taplin 2019 Press the buttons in
this charming sound book to hear the animals on Apple Tree Farm come to
life. Join Poppy and Sam as they make their way around the farm, and hear
Curly the pig, Woolly the sheep, Rusty the dog and Pippin the pony. With
nine specially created embedded sound effects. At the end, accompanied by
a jolly tune, you'll hear all the noisy animals at the same time. Part of the
relaunch of the classic brand Farmyard Tales. Loved by families for over 30
years, Usborne are delighted to bring Poppy and Sam to a whole-new
generation.

Big Trouble in the Big Apple-Thea Stilton 2011 While in New York City,
the Thea Sisters discover that someone has been threatening to burn down
Pamela's family pizzeria and they might have to close it for good to stay
safe. Original.

Complete First for Schools Teacher's Book-Guy Brook-Hart 2014-04-10
Complete First for Schools is official preparation for the revised 2015
Cambridge English: First (FCE) for Schools exam. It combines the very best
in contemporary classroom practice with engaging topics aimed at younger
students. The information, practice and advice contained in the course
ensure that they are fully prepared for all parts of the test, with strategies
and skills to maximise their score. This Teacher's Book contains detailed
teacher's notes with advice on classroom procedure and extra teaching
ideas, along with a full answer key for the Student's Book. Extra
photocopiable resources and progress tests, with printable wordlists, and
two full practice tests are available online.

The Watercolourist-Beatrice Masini 2016-05-19 Winner of the Premio
Selezione Campiello prize and the Premio Alessandro Manzoni award for
best historical novel, The Watercolourist is the irresistible Italian bestseller
from Beatrice Masini. Nineteenth-century Italy. A young woman arrives at a
beautiful villa in the countryside outside Milan. Bianca, a gifted young
watercolourist, has been commissioned to illustrate the plants in the
magnificent grounds. Bianca settles into her grand new home, invited into
the heart of the family by the eccentric poet Don Titta, his five children, his
elegant and delicate wife and powerful, controlling mother. As the seasons
pass, the young watercolourist develops her art - inspired by the landscape
around her - and attracts many admirers. And while most of the household's
servants view her with envy, she soon develops a special affection for one
housemaid, who, she is intrigued to learn, has mysterious origins . . . But as
Bianca's determination to unlock the secrets of the villa grows, she little
notices the dangers that lie all around her. Who is the mysterious woman
she has glimpsed in the gardens? What could Don Titta and his friends be
whispering about so furtively? And while Bianca watches so carefully for
clues, who is watching her? In The Watercolourist, set against the
intoxicating background of an Italy on the cusp of change, a young woman's
naive curiosity will take her far into the territory of hidden secrets, of untold
truth and of love.
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Il Gruffalò-Julia Donaldson 2015

Seeing Voices-Oliver Sacks 2013-05-29 Like The Man Who Mistook His
Wife for a Hat, this is a fascinating voyage into a strange and wonderful
land, a provocative meditation on communication, biology, adaptation, and
culture. In Seeing Voices, Oliver Sacks turns his attention to the subject of
deafness, and the result is a deeply felt portrait of a minority struggling for
recognition and respect--a minority with its own rich, sometimes
astonishing, culture and unique visual language, an extraordinary mode of
communication that tells us much about the basis of language in hearing
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people as well. Seeing Voices is, as Studs Terkel has written, "an exquisite,
as well as revelatory, work."

When Bear wakes up early from his hibernation, he can't remember what he
is! Is he a bird? Or a moose? Maybe a fox? Just when it seems like Bear
won't be able to figure it out, he finds his cave and decides another nap
might help. Will Bear be able to remember what he is when he wakes up
again in the spring?

Rosewater and Soda Bread-Marsha Mehran 2008 The arrival of a
mysterious young woman in possession of a dark secret has a profound
impact on the lives of the inhabitants of Ballinacroagh, including the three
Aminpour sisters, each of whom is going through her own transformation.

Art Workshops for Children-Hervé Tullet 2015-09-14 A guide to eleven
children's art workshops by one of the world's most innovative facilitators
and best-selling bookmakers. Workshops are designed to spark children's
imaginations, champion group bonding, and give visually pleasing results with no artistic ability required. Illustrated and written by author of Press
Here (over 1 million copies sold worldwide and a The New York Times
bestseller for 3 years running). Each workshop includes: a list of materials
needed, a step-by-step guide to facilitation, practical tips, illustrated
examples, and photos of workshops in progress. Tried and tested around the
world by children of all ages. Perfect for organizing group events at home,
in schools, at parties, at museums - anywhere!

Santa Sound Book-Sam Taplin 2020-10-07 Step inside the magical world
of Santa's workshop as you press the buttons on this enchantingly
illustrated book to hear elves making toys, reindeer bells jingling, Christmas
music playing, and Santa's sleigh whooshing off into the night sky at the
end.

How Santa Really Works-Alan Snow 2007-10-02 Top-secret information
gathered at Santa's base under the North Pole reveals the machinations and
hard work behind how Santa makes Christmas happen. Reprint.

Vehicles. My First Library-Simon Miller 2016
Listen and Learn First French Words-Sam Taplin 2015-10-01 A word
book that lets you listen to 12 French words, spoken by a native speaker.
Simply take one of the 1 cards (each features 12 words) out of the envelope
and slot it in as instructed. Press 'go' and then press each of the pictures to
hear how the word is pronounced. Contains 12 words, spoken by a native
French speaker. For preschool children learning French as either a first or
second language.

Post-Digital Print-Alessandro Ludovico 2013-09-01 In this post-digital age,
digital technology is no longer a revolutionary

Peek-a-Poo What's in Your Diaper?-Guido Van Genechten 2010-01-01
Mouse likes to look in his friends' diapers, and when his friends decide to
look in his diaper, they are surprised by what they find.

Greek Myths for Young Children-Heather Amery 2009-01-01 Traditional
fold stories, myths, and fables to encourage children to learn about different
cultures.

Creaturepedia-Adrienne Barman 2015-08-06 Welcome to this collection of
best-loved animals from all over the world, chosen for their special talents
and characteristics, with fun illustrations by Adrienne Barman. Meet 'the
architects', the 'noisy neighbours', the 'homebodies', the 'forever faithfuls',
the 'champions of forgetfulness' and more in this alphabetically ordered

A Bear Is a Bear (Except When He's Not)-Karl Newson 2020-08-11
nella-fattoria-libri-tattili-sonori
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encyclopedia. Filled with fascinating facts, curious creatures and
characterful cartoons, this book will keep young explorers busy for hours.

The Red Tractor-Heather Amery 2003-12-01 Describes what happens
when Farmer Ted's tractor goes too fast. On board pages.

Tip the Mouse Doesn't Want to Eat-Anna Casalis 2005
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